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Gerunds
Write two sentences with each verb: one using it with a gerund and another using
it with an infinitive. Write the meaning of each sentence.
Example: remember
Matt doesn’t remember leaving the door open. (He has no memories of doing it.)
Matt Remembered to leave the door open. (He didn’t forget to do it.)
1)

go on
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3)

stop

quit
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4)

forget
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Answer Key

Name :

Gerunds
Write two sentences with each verb: one using it with a gerund and another using
it with an infinitive. Write the meaning of each sentence.
Example: remember
Matt doesn’t remember leaving the door open. (He has no memories of doing it.)
Matt Remembered to leave the door open. (He didn’t forget to do it.)
1)

go on
Samantha went on reading the story. (She continued with the same story.)
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Samantha went on to read the next story. (She started reading the next story.)

2)

stop
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Sharon quit working for ABC Broadcasting. (She stopped working there.)
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Sharon quit to work for ABC Broadcasting. (She left another job to work for ABC.)

4)

forget
We forgot visiting the place. (We have no memories of visiting the place.)
We forgot to visit the place. (We didn’t visit the place because we forgot.)
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